Accompanying mobilities towards skill upgrading
for adults involved in cultural and creative activities
Accredited consortium (KA01 Adults Erasmus+)
CONTEXT

Our territories resonate with their own artistic and cultural propositions, especially the Basque
Country, armed with its people suffused with associative commitment and collective way of life. This
fertile ground allows cultural actors to invent daily the ordinary; from stories to learning, from
friendliness to intangible heritage, here, everything invites to take part to the artistic abundance!
Nevertheless, the internationalisation of these initiatives is not well enough structured. Quality and
efficient guidance exists but has been relatively inaccessible for the humblest initiatives, because of
the approach complexity itself.
OBJECTIVES

•
•

Develop an excellent mentoring for cultural & creative entrepreneurs
Stimulate adult participation to consortium organisations governances

Based particularly on the new Erasmus+ programme, Combustible offers a guidance plan towards
cultural and creative initiatives' internationalisation in its territories of action. This plan is built on
two approaches, one towards the culture professionals, regardless of their experience or influence,
with a focus on people facing the most precarious situations and the least experienced.
CONSORTIUM

Combustible is accredited to manage support funds to adult upskilling mobilities from the social and
solidarity-based economy, on the 2022-2027 phase. This accreditation has been applied for a
consortium from which the Institut culturel basque (64), Atabal (64) and Taf Gang (40) are the
members.
OUTCOMES

We intend to create accessible information and guidance processes, as inclusive as possible.
The challenges are many, and it is obvious for us that we'll be able to reach our common goals being
together: going to otherness to broaden our practices and cultures, discover innovative good
practices to face environmental and societal challenges, strengthen our staff and learner skills and
contribute more globally to their fulfilment in the framework of our governance and above.
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